Furniture
with
a future
Antique shops,
auctioneers and historic
houses are full of
furniture that is hundreds
of years old. Yet much
of what is made today
won’t last for more than
a decade or two. Arabella
Youens asks five designers
what they regard as
the secret to creating
designs that will last
for generations
Photograph by Alun Callender

It takes more time and imagination to
make furniture that lasts a lifetime. Custom
pieces help to promote longevity because
clients are involved in the story from the
start. The piece has an inbuilt attraction
that, I think, helps to ensure it’s loved and
looked after. That’s the difference between
bespoke and the click-and-collect nature
of buying today; having something made for
you is an experience and the result is something to cherish forever.
As these pieces grow old, they show their
age and improve, become part of someone’s
life and gather an identity. Clients are
sometimes alarmed when they see their new
piece of furniture, but I explain to them that,
like a new leather jacket that might be stiff
and uncomfortable, furniture needs to settle
before it fits in. That’s why we use historical
finishes, such as wax and natural oil,
Designers Alfred and Tess Newall
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Credit goes in here, credit goes in here

Alfred Newall Furniture designer
and maker, based in Sussex
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and the price of the finished pieces. These
elements have got to stop being the primary
drivers when it comes to design.
Maker & Son (0800 024 6100;
www.makerandson.com)

Like a book, part
of the charm of old
furniture is that
it holds a story
Bruce Hodgson Furniture designer
and founder of Artichoke

‘The designer has a responsibility to ensure longevity,’ says Maker & Son’s Felix Conran

which allow for the surface to change over
time. Modern finishes look spick and span
at first, but they don’t allow for an elegant
ageing process and a piece will start to
devalue in the same way as a new car. Good
furniture, made to last a lifetime, is the
opposite—it gets better with age.
What I think has been lost along the way is
the deep knowledge of the property of timbers
that, in the past, would be used for different
purposes in the formation of a piece of furniture. For instance, a Windsor chair would
be made using three or four types of wood to
create strength. Once, this knowledge would
have been universal among cabinetmakers,
passed down from father to son or maker to
apprentice. I’ve had to take a different route
to acquire this knowledge and surrounded
myself with the elder generation of cabinetmakers to learn from them directly.
My wife, Tess, and I are instinctively drawn
to pieces of furniture that have had a previous life because they often tell a story. The
design of our Orkney chair, for example,
stemmed from the need of the islanders to
protect themselves from the cold and the
wind—we love that. Old pieces inform how
I design my work—I often go to auction
houses to look at items in order to get
a greater understanding of how things were
made in the past. Really good-quality things
have an inherent timelessness of their own.
Alfred Newall (020–7846 7314;
www.alfrednewall.com)
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Felix Conran Furniture designer
and co-founder of Maker & Son
For furniture to last a lifetime—or several
lifetimes—is, I believe, down to the design. The
timelessness of great design means it can adapt
and evolve as needs change. It’s like finding
a house with great bones: there’s no need to tear
it down, instead, you live in the space and adapt
around it. The designer has a responsibility
to ensure longevity is built into the pieces.
I’d rather that things weren’t made in the first
place than bemade without thought. He or
she needs to acknowledge that the objects
they design and release into the world are
the instruments with which people will live
their lives. As a result, they need to think
about how they perform now and also how
they will age to ensure that they will not only
last, but be adaptable.
Longevity is built into our designs at Maker
& Son—we don’t hold any store by the belief
that sofas or chairs need replacing every so
many years. We use solid hardwood beech
to make the frames of our furniture, which are
expertly jointed. You’d be blown away by some
modern sofas that have frames made out
of cardboard. Our sofas are designed with
slip covers that can be changed as tastes or
seasons do. The seat cushions are made like
a duvet folded around a natural latex core
with no glue, which means they can be easily
replaced if they start to deteriorate.
Where the world of furniture has gone
wrong is in its fixation with the silhouette

In our market, it’s the artistry of our creative
process that is exciting to our clients. This
is probably no different to those who commissioned exquisite furniture in the past. What
follows is a desire to preserve and cherish something rare and beautiful. That’s why pieces
survive and become part of our interior
architectural heritage. A chair that has survived
several hundred years is likely to have been
well engineered and made of good materials
to exist today. Think of all the bottoms that
have used it—large and small—and the abuse
it may have suffered being rocked and bashed
about. A piece of furniture that has many hours
lavished on it in its making has perceived
value and, therefore, gets looked after—the
culture of the family will protect it.
I’ve recently bought an elm dresser for our
dining room that is more than 400 years

Artichoke’s founder Bruce Hodgson

Simon Burvill, co-founder of Gaze Burvill

old. The dresser is used today in the same
way as it was originally used and has a purpose as relevant to a modern household as
to a 17th-century one. You can read furniture
like a book, picking up clues. Like a book, part
of the charm of old furniture is that it holds
a story—consider how much the furniture
has witnessed, including births, deaths and
marriages. Previous generations have touched
and used pieces that are still in circulation
and that connection is somehow magical.
Making furniture that lasts takes time. Much
modern furniture is produced quickly using
glue, meaning it can only be put together once
and, if something gets broken, can rarely be
fixed. Modern living environments—the dry
atmosphere of houses—can be a challenge
when it comes to wood, which dries out
causing shrinkage and cracks. In order to
mitigate this problem, we have designed a dry
workshop environment that mimics the modern
home. Because of the nature and volume of
their stock, timber merchants tend to store
their timber outside, which means it’s full of
moisture. Our approach is, therefore, to invest
time and money into conditioning wood before
we start the making process. We part-machine
it to a dimension that is not its finished size
and then let it sit in a temperature and humiditycontrolled environment. We only start using
it to make furniture when it is at the correct
dryness that will limit future movement.
This takes time and goes back to the idea
of slow making. You can’t rush good things.
Artichoke (01934 745270;
www.artichoke-ltd.com)

If a piece of
furniture produces
positive feelings and
is aesthetically
pleasing, we’re more
likely to look after it
For me, the single most important thing
is that the furniture must be loved and enjoyed
as much as possible. Nothing keeps furniture
as clean as when it is constantly being used;
neglect leads to a build of dirt that, in turn,
traps moisture, which is the enemy of longevity.
Gaze Burvill (01420 588444;
www.gazeburvill.com)

Simon Burvill Furniture designer
and co-founder of Gaze Burvill
In my mind, the order of priority for well-made
furniture is as follows: design, craftsmanship,
materials and—once the piece has been
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Neptune co-founder John Sims-Hilditch

John Sims-Hilditch Designer and
co-founder of Neptune
As humans, we’re naturally drawn to beauty
in all forms, so we have an inbuilt response
to save and protect beautiful things. Objects
should be both useful and beautiful, but when
it comes down to which is the most important,
we believe that beauty is the fundamental
element to ensure longevity. Over time, utility
changes. Take, for example, a candlestick.
It was once a utility item—providing light in
a room—but, today, it’s only a thing of beauty.
Old candlesticks that weren’t beautiful
aren’t preserved, but those that were can
now be decorative items.
I’d argue that a piece can’t be beautiful
unless it’s well built. The construction of an
object, the quality of the materials it’s made
from, how it feels to handle, all these things
contribute to your experience as much as the
way it looks. In the applied arts, unlike fine art,
design and engineering are completely intertwined in the making of a beautiful object.
The impact materials have on how long lasting
something will be is not only about how well
they’ll physically stand up to the test of time.
Plastic is strong, but it doesn’t look or feel as
good as oak or linen. If a piece of furniture produces positive feelings and is aesthetically
appealing, we’re more likely to take care of it.
The same goes for how we finish materials.
We made an early decision, for instance, to
retain as much of the natural grains of the woods
as we could. We have to protect the surface, but
we also need to connect with the pure beauty
of the wood as well. It’s why we devised our
subtle IsoGuard finish. A wooden table contains the story of its journey as a living thing.
We use the best joints and internal mechanics
—they may not be visible, but, because they
are made with care, they make a difference.
We favour traditional joinery techniques—they
are still in use for a reason—but we’re equally
willing to embrace the evolution of using
modern production methods. It’s really about
whatever’s right for the piece, the material,
and the person whose home it’ll live in.
Traditional ways of working with timber
take into account that wood moves over time
with temperature and humidity changes.
Mortice and tenon joints in cabinet frames
or breadboard ends on tables allow for this
movement, so the risk of warping and cracking
are kept to a minimum. But modernity has its
uses: almost all our timber is cut by a machine
rather than by hand. Machines produce consistent cuts every single time, meaning there
is much less waste. We do use glue, but only
alongside traditional joints, mechanical
fixings, and timber-locking methods. For us,
it all forms part of a belts-and-braces approach
to ensure our pieces last.
Neptune (01793 934011; www.neptune.com)
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bought by its owner, love. The choice and
quality of the materials is essential (far more
so for exterior than for interior pieces as
they have to put up with so much), woods must
be durable and of the highest quality and
fixings, where used, in high-quality stainless
steel. The design will determine if there are
water traps, which must be avoided, and the
craftsmanship will lead to the materials
being not only selected for their purpose,
but orientated correctly. Wood moves
differently in three directions as it takes on
moisture in winter and dries out again in
summer and, if the grain orientation is wrong,
it can literally pull itself apart. These are
all important factors, but, really, should be
a given for any high-quality producer.

